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 La Silla Problems Report: On Going 
LPRS 

TEL/INS/ 

GEN 
Description Action 

010270 3.6m The dome hatch number 4 when is 
finishing the opening procedure, is 

hitting too strong the structure 

Solved. To be closed. 

010296 NTT During the start-up the trombone offset 
didn’t reach the right value while the 

instrument was switching side. 

Not critical. Under study. 

010299 3.6m Hydraulic system failed at the end of the 
night 

To keep it open. Start up of pumps is not possible from spot. Only 
possible from 3rd floor. 

010307 NTT Electronic noise appears at random 
positions on the SOFI detector. 

…a continuing story.. There is a work around. To be closed. 

010308 Other A hard disk is flashing ambar on wlsdts. IT. To be closed 
010311 NTT Adam Dobrzycky noticed that 

occasionally we have missing program 
ID and OB ID in the headers of SOFI 

calibration frames. 

To be assigned to software. 

010312 2.2m WFI Tracker CCD software failed IKA has been investigating, but no idea of the cause has been 
found. The recommendation is to keep it open to study new 

occurrences. 
010313 2.2m At 03:21 the VME was restarted by 

itself. 
The CPU of the VME will be changed to see if the problem is 
related to the problem. The workaround is to boot the system. 

Under monitoring. 
010317 NTT The images of the IA and SOFI, were of 

poor quality vs. DIMM 
To be closed. 

010318 2.2m Filter wheel locked A repair done by PSI is being tested, but it is not sure that this was 
the problem. In order to check the condition of the old one, it shall 
be again installed and to test if the problem also disappeared. Not 

clear and has to be kept in Monitoring mode. 
010320 2.2m During first preset to run skyflat, TCS 

panel s were frozen 
It remains a mystery. To re-boot as workaround. To be closed. 

010321 2.2m WFI stuck during the transferring of the 
image 

When this happens, it is recommended to check the shared 
memory. There is a known workaround. To be closed. 

010322 2.2m FEROS cannot take exposures with the 
ADCA IN 

During next technical time, to check position of limit switch. To keep 
it open. 

010108 3.6m Calculated value of the axial pads A8 
force is incorrect ~59 kg at Zenith 

To be closed. To control the cell values during next coating period. 

010278 NTT EFOSC default window crash template To be updated by JUR. To be closed 
010293 NTT SOFI Veritas Problem P.Le Saux is coming on December 8th to work with Veritas. 
010269 3.6m During the observation with harps, the 

science time with hamtooLog is 08:44, 
but all values on Veritas with Get Time 
Accounting are 0 

P.Le Saux is coming on December 8th to work with Veritas. 

010237 3.6m Two communications phones (in the 
NOB 4541 and in the small lift 4371) are 
in bad state. 

IT: No news. 

010186 Other May you please add the following line to 
sudo file for archeso in w2p2dhs,…. 

IT: No news 

010185 NTT Many maintenance tasks send their 
results to lptritz3 

IT: No news 

010175 Other Dear sysadmin, after a reboot needed 
due to a programmed power cut, 
wg5dhs did not come up, in the 
display…. 

IT: No news 

010168 3.6m No way to access w3p6off thru its main 
double console…. 

IT: No news 

010161 Other We need that archeso user in both 
workstations, wlsarc1 and wlsarc2,… 

IT: No news 

010145 3.6m At the beginning of the night; whafcd 
process was disabled, I tried put….. 

IT: No news 

 
 La Silla Problems Report: Last Week (No Problems) NTT 
LPRS 

TEL/INS/ 
Description Action 



GEN 

010319 2.2m WFI Filter wheel with problem CLOSED 
010316 Other Hard disk failure in wlsdts CLOSED 

 
 
 La Silla Technical Action Points 
Telescope 
/General/ 
Safety 

Create 
Date Problem Short Description Action Status Responsible Deadline 

NTT 4/14/09 
Reflections from filters due to 
different angle from the wheel used at 3.6m 

No news 
Assigned. 
Pending 

Mechanics 
(Paranal) 

8/30/09 

NTT 20/02/10 
Heater power parameter is not displayed on 
SOFI-ICSmodule.  

The power value are OK according to PSI, but “it should 
be included in the plot that is displayed by the button close 
to it…” AGO is preparing the AUTREP 

Assigned. 
Pending 

Software 
(Paranal) 

6/15/10 

NTT 26/05/10 
New SOFI temperatures to AUTREP JUR will look into this 

Assigned. Software 
(Paranal) 

29/10/10 

NTT 01/09/10 
To modify Azimuth and Altitude torque 
motors tests scripts to include all motors. 

IKA will meet AGO to discuss the point 
New Software Not 

assigned 

3.6m 7/7/10 
External DVD writer to whaldrs2 To be closed 

Complete
d 

IT 22/10/10 

General 8/18/09 
Remote control of several support functions 
(like hydraulic plants, HARPS LED, etc.) is 
not provided. 

Completed and closed Complete
d 

TMES 31/07/10 

General 9/13/09 
The freeze of VLT and/or MIDAS 
software with their libraries in La 
Silla and the corresponding hardware 
potential failure. 

Not before middle of next year. (IKA) 
Assigned. 
Pending 

Software/IT 
(Paranal) 

31/08/10 

General 7/09/10 
Install mediawiki SW in L Silla server To close it as there is CRE running 

Not 
Asigned 

IT Not 
Assigned 

 
 La Silla Change Requests NTT 

CRE Number Telescope/ 
General Description Status 

LSO-CRE-ESO-
80010-0002 

General Sequential servers shutdown in 
case of emergency 

According to comments, it is not possible to be done. To get a final 
statement regarding the CRE. 

 General Implementation of WIKI in La 
Silla 

To contact MPA in order to know the advances 

 
 

 La Silla Projects  
Telescope/ Instrument 

DESCRIPTION Action 

3.6m HARPS Sec.Guiding 
ASE is arriving on Friday 26th to La Silla for the final test time

 

Optics Training On Tuesday 23rd, Wednesday 24th and Thursday 25th AGI will give the course in La Serena. 
Everything has been organized by JFL and JDU for a good event  

NTT new fiber twister A CRE has been presented and all the information is available for discussions  

HARPS Laser comb The tests are going on. There are promising first results.   

 
 La Silla Miscellaneous 

Item DESCRIPTION 

NTT EFOSC2 The calibration unit has been installed and now waiting for the MST tests . The configuration is the same as in the 
previous test period. 

Logistics JDU is sending the stored cars to Santiago for their selling. G.Serrano is negotiating with the transport company the 
best conditions for ESO. 

Logistics It has been informed that AT is still not providing the schedule table as in TRAM. To be informed FRU 

Policlinic BAH received the doctor release of his license. 

Policlinic DVE complained the delay in sending the medicaments to La Silla. These are sent in groups and still not complete the 
last list of months ago. 

Logistics Santiago users complained about the actual travel arrangements as a consequence of LAN time table that force people 
to wait 3 to 4 hours in the airport before departure and the late arrival at home (near midnight).  
The earlier flight depart just before people arrives from La Silla and the arrival in the morning has been advanced as the 
LAN flight has an earlier take off from Santiago. These two conditions can be adjusted in order to use the early arrival 
with a compensation of an early departure from La Silla. 
There is no need to make big changes because this can be set with only the affected people of Santiago leaving the 
rest (La Serena staff and Contractors) without change. 
JDU is looking for the cost that can be raised with these changes and in the event that this is important, the new 
schedule will start as soon as there is no or limited cost involved. 



 
 

Weekly Report of La Silla TMES/DNOS/SLAS 16.11.2010-22.11.2010  
Prepared by: AMA/PSI/JFL 

 
NTT EFOSC NTT 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

10-17.11 AGO, PSI, 
AMA 

Several meetings and discussions to find a solution for the installation of the old 
Calibration Lamp Unit (CLU) on Efosc for M.Sterzik experiment. What is clear is 
that the holding bars of the White Cone must not be loosened (as was done last 
time) because the Cone will lose its alignment with the Rotator B making it almost 
impossible to remount later. One option is to move Efosc something like 30 to 
40cm back in order to place the CLU in between Efosc and the Cone. However, to 
attach the CLU to the Cone we need a special adapter since the diameters are not 
compatible. We are in the process of designing and fabricating this adapter. In this 
way Efosc+CLU will remain attached to the Cone so no need for a special support 
for Efosc. 

 

 
NTT SOFI NTT 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

15-17.11 MPI We had events of readout noise several times, but M. Pizarro managed to get rid 
of it thanks to the training of previous week. 

 

 
NTT Telescope/Adapters/Dome/Hydraulics NTT 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

16.11 EMA, AMA, 
PSI 

The last test of M1 actuators show several of them having problems of abnormal 
currents. Actuator 11 must be mechanically maintained, it is high current 
consumption and its gain is over 5 instead of 2-3, that it is the normal value. 

 

    
    
    
    
 
ASM                                      Dimm                                                                                                        ASM                 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

    

 
 
 

3.6M HARPS 3.6M 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

21-22.11 JFL Support to HARPS/ Laser Comb team to get spectrum on CCD   
19-22.11 AMA Some help to the HARPS team coming from Garching.  
    
    
    
    
 
3.6M Telescope/Adapter/Dome/Hydraulics 3.6M 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

    
    
    

    
    
    

    
 

2.2M WFI 2.2M 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

16.11 EMA, AMA, 
PSI 

After some sporadic failures of the WFI filter exchange mechanism a few days ago, 
it finally failed more permanently. It seems we have a problem with the drive of the 
arm rotation function that turns the filter by 90deg . This function operates fine only 
sometimes, but when it does not work in the cycle of filter storage, the arm 
proceeds with the insertion of the filter 90 deg off crashing it over the other filters of 
the Magazine. Fortunately no damage is produced on the filters since the contact is 
only over the metal frames. We have managed to get one filter in, the only one 

10318 



needed by the observer tonight, and tomorrow we will continue the troubleshooting. 
If WFI is not reset or the filter attempted to change, it should work fine for the rest of 
the night. 

Update: an acquisition template attempted to change the filter without warning and 
that made WFI crash again. I went to the telescope and managed to get the filter 
back to position after a few tries. 

17.11 EMA, PSI This morning we went to perform some more tests on WFI and to our surprise, we 
could not reproduce the failure of the arm rotation anymore. The system exchanged 
about 6 filters without a glitch. However, since I was suspecting a problem of the 
motor controller/driver which is in the board MCU of WFI controller, I decided to 
replace this board anyway and see what happens. After this, we have been 
changing filters without problems and now a FF calibration is being run to test the 
filter exchange while the telescope points to the FF position. Monitoring... 

10318 

18-22.11 AMA  System Works with out problem.  
20.11 ASE During the transferring of the image the system got stuck. Was necessary to 

shutdown the environment to fix it. 
010321 

 
2.2M FEROS 2.2M 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

16.11 AMA, PSI Checking the problem of the S/N ratio of the FF on the Feros pipeline, I have found 
that in many instances the FF are saturated in the red side when using 7-9 sec. So 
we have to check carefully the exposure time for them. 3.5s is the “official” expt. 

I attempted to balance the red and blue halogen lamps to obtain a flatter S/N graph. 
However, during this, the Blue Halogen lamp power supply failed with smoke... 
(probably capacitors aging) loosing current regulation and burnt the blue lamp. A 
different spare one has been installed and we have readjusted the currents to 4.3A 
on the blue one and 1.5A on the red one which showed flatter wavelength 
coverage. We need to check the Feros pipeline to know if this setup is Ok. 

 

17.11 PSI Checking yesterday calibration it was found that the S/N plot appears flatter now, 
though the overall S/N was low. This is probably due to the low level of the FF, at 
3.5sec peak signal was around 17.000 adu, so a new calibration run is going on 
now with FF time of 8sec. S/N should be checked again in order to decide if we 
keep the current settings for the halogen lamps power. 

 

17-18.11 FLA, JFL New pointing model for WFI was generated and tested. The pointing was improved 
from ~10 arcsec  RMS to 6 arcsec RMS. 

 

21.11 PSI We tried to take an exposure with the ADCA IN and the system complains that the 
function “scsm is IN”, but the ICS panel is in PARK. 

010322 

2.2M GROND 2.2M 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

    

 
2.2M Telescope/Adapter/Dome/Hydraulics 2.2M 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

12.11 EMA, AGO New stains of oil found on M1 during CO2 cleaning. It seems that another of the M1 
cover petals drives is leaking oil. An urgent maintenance of these units is required, 
so we can schedule a M1 washing after this is fixed. OVA has been contacted 
about and he will organize the replacement of the motor/gearbox for sets of 3 using 
some spares. 

 

    
    
    

 
1.54M Danish 1.54M 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

    
    

 
 
REM LN2 System/Telescope/Instrument REM 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

12-14.11 PSI REM dome PLC went into error status so no remote operation for dome was 
possible. The software cannot operate automatically without the dome being on-
line. There is a way to reload the PLC program but the cable for that was not 
found. Finally, on 14.11, I found the cable and using a special software and my 
laptop I managed to reload the PLC software which cured the problem. See REM 
emails for more details. 

6 hours 

    



 
Schmidt QUEST Cam/Telescope/Dome/Hydraulics Schmidt 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

19.11 OVA, JFL Dome test after a request from Yale people.  
    
    

 
Other Tel National Telescopes Instrument/Dome/Hydraulics Other Tel 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

    

 
General NTCCD General 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

    
 
Site General Maintenance and Infrastructure Site 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

    
    
    
    
    
    
    

 
Site Logistics / Safety / Security Site 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

    
 
 
Misc. Miscellaneous Misc. 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

16.11 PSI It was agreed with the current observer to exchange her night of Thursday with the 
one of Tuesday, so JFL can use both nights, Wednesday and Thursday for pointing 
model and tests. 

 

15-19.11 AMA Danish 50, unstable behaviour of the telescope, we change delta D/A converter 
card but after this other problems comes and also in Alpha. So we readjust the 
5Volts power supply from 5.65Vdc. to 5.02Vdc. After that system work properly but 
it is necessary more tests, because the last night of the observer (Cristiaan 
Sterken), was totally cloudy. 

 

18.11 AMA, JFL A more detailed review of maintenance task was done, to fine tune periodicity and 
feasibility regarding limited resources. The changes are already applied and we will 
monitor the task load and results. 

 

20-21.11 JFL New airborne particulate data collected inside the NTT B focus room, to compare 
with Aug 1991 report (Tighe et al.) 
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List of Acronyms 
AGO: Andrés González TMES 
ALE: Angélica León DNOS 
AMA: Agustin Macchino   TMES 
API: Aldo Pizarro  ELC (Paranal) 
ASA: Ariel Sánchez DNOS 
AWR: Andy Wright IT (Paranal) 
BAH: Bernardo Ahumada TMES 
CSP: Christian Spille SAFETY (Paranal) 
DVE: Doralisa Vejar ECHAS 
EMA: Eduardo Matamoros DNOS 
EVE: Enrique Vera TMES 
 
 

FCA: Francisco Cáceres DNOS 
FLA: Francisco Labraña DNOS 
FOL: Francisco Olivares MEC (Paranal) 
FRO: Francisco Rodríguez MEC (Paranal) 
FVA: Francisco Valdivia ESENER 
GAG: Gregorio Aguilera SERVITODO 
GIH: Gerardo Ihle 
GES: Gerardo Smith ESENER 
JAL: Javier Alarcón DNOS 
JCU: Javier Cuellar ESENER 
JDU: Javier Duk SLAS 
 
 
 
 

JFI: José Figueroa MEC (Paranal) 
JFL: Juan Fluxá TMES 
JPI: Juan Carlos Pineda MEC (Paranal) 
JUR: Josefina Urrutia SOF (Paranal) 
JVA: Javier Valenzuela   ODT (Paranal) 
JVI: Jorge Vilaza   TMES 
LGA: Leonardo Gallegos DNOS 
LWE: Luis Wendegass TMES 
MVA: Manuel Valle ECHAS 
MCA: Mónica Castillo DNOS 
PIA: Andrés Pizarro SAFETY (Paranal) 
 
 

MPA : Marcus Pavez IT (Paranal) 
MPI: Manuel Pizarro DNOS 
PAR: Pablo Arias DNOS 
PSI: Peter Sinclaire  TMES 
VAO: Oscar Varas TMES 

 


